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Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2017 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 7th Semester BE/BTECH 

CS6701 CRYPTOGRAPHY AND NETWORK SECURITY 
Unit I-V (Part B Important Questions) 

1. Explain (a) Security services  (b) Security Mechanism  
2. Discuss any four Substitution Technique and list their merits and demerits. 
3. Discuss (a) Chinese Remainder theorem (b) Fermat and Eluer’s theorem 
4. Explain the security model in detail 
5. Draw the general structure of DES and explain the encryption decryption process. 

Mention the strengths and weakness of DES algorithm 
6. Explain different Diffen hellman key exchange algorithm 
7. Discuss different Types of Block cipher mode of operation 
8. Explain RSA algorithm in detail 
9. Discuss SHA algorithm with MD5 
10. Write and explain the digital signature algorithm and standards 
11. Explain the format of the X.509 authentication certificate 
12. What is Kerberos? Explain how it provides authenticated service  
13. Explain firewalls and how they prevent intrusions. 
14. Define intrusion detection system and the different types of detection mechanisms, 

in detail 
15. Discuss on SET in detail 
16. How does PGP provide confidentiality and authentication service for e-mail and file 

storage applications? Draw the block diagram and explain its components 
17. Describe the SSL Specific protocol – Handshake action in detail. 
18. Explain the architecture of IP Security 
19. Discuss email security 

UNIT I-V (2 Marks Important) 
1.Define cryptography 
2.Differentiate between active and passive attack 
3.What is brute force attack.  
4.List out the security services  
5.What is an avalanche effect  
6.Define confidentiality and authentication  
7.Define integrity and non repudiation  
8.what is one time pad 
9.what is steganography  
10.why Modular arithmetic has been used in cryptography  
11.Develop pi function and find the values of i) pi   35 ii) pi 27 
12.Find 11 power seven modulo 13 
1.Difference between block cipher and stream cipher  
2.why random numbers are used in network security  
3.Find and state whether Symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithm need key 
exchange  
4.List of few applications of RC4 algorithm  
5 . Define ECC 
6.What is blowfish algorithm  
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7.Define AES and list out the parameters  
8.What is key management  
9.Define ECB 
10.What is one way function  
11.List out the uses of Triple DES 
12.What is replay attack 
1.Define Hash function.  
2.What is MAC?  
3.What is digital signature and give an example  
4.Define message digest  
5.What is DSS and list its types.  
6.How digital signature is different from conventional method?  
7.Why SHA is more secure than MD5?  
8.Difference between HMAC and CMAC 
9.What are birthday attacks  
10.What is middle man attack?  
11.List out the properties of digital signature  
12.What is internal and external error control  
13.demonstrate when are the certificates revoked in X. 509? 
14.Spell the three requirements of authentication  
15.Difference between MAC and Hash function. 
1.Define kerberos and list its requirements  
2.What is firewall and list its types and roles 
3.Define SET 
4.Who is Intruder?List the classes  
5.Difference between virus and threats 
6.List the design principles of firewall  
7.What is X. 509 authentication service?  
8.Define zombie and worm.  
9.What is meant by trusted systems  
10.Define honeypot  
11.What is the role of Ticket granting sever(TGS)  in kerberos  
12.What are the benefits of intrusion detection systems  
13.Who is masquerader?  
14.difference between macro virus and boot virus 
15.What is IP address spoofing?  
16.Tell, does the firewall ensure 100% security to the system. 
1 . what protocol comprises SSL?  
2 . list out the service provided by PGP 
3 . name any four SSL protocols 
4.Differentiate SSL from SET 
5.Define IP security  
6.Define PGP/SMIME and list its types  
7.What is ESP 
8.What is ISAKMP/IKE?  
9.Define TLS 
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10.Define key identifier 
11.Define authentication header 
12.What are all the steps involved in SET transactions  
13.What are the protocols used by IP security  
14.Define encoding 
15.List the phases of IKE 
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